Equipment overview:
- Scania Di12 650 engine
- ZF 360A marine gear, ZF Mathers electronic controls
- 2-1/2" SS shaft; 30x26 bronze prop
- Stainless steel rudder, keel shoe/strut and full stem iron
- Pac West 7.5 ton hydraulic driven RSW
- One Eaton 6 cu hyd pump (RSW & thruster)
- One Eaton 4 cu hyd pump (deck gear)
- Naiad 8" hydraulic bow thruster
- Power steering
- Jabsco hyd. wash down pump
- Maritime fab drum (200 fathoms), auto levelwind, 3rd gen hub-less power roller and 16x16 anchor winch
- 12 hatches (6/side) with approximately 18K lbs capacity
- Diamond Seaglaze windows
- Webasto diesel forced air cabin heater
- Force10 propane range
- 4.7 cu ft fridge
- Bunks: 4 each (generous) + foc'sle storage area

In Naknek, offered at: $545,000
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